DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MUSIC EDUCATION

Patrick Michael Bennington

DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS IN PERFORMANCE

John Ball
Cristy Lynn Brown
Xiaoxiong Chen
Aaron David Hill
Natalie Mae Khatibzadeh

Pamela Lynn Klena
Peter Olaf Swanson
Xiwei Yu Logan
Christa Marie White

MASTER OF MUSIC IN MUSIC EDUCATION

Alexander Michael Alberti
Preston Lee Beck
Lolita Benjamin
Xin Xie Brenda
Megan Pressley Budway
Katelyn Lesko Copeland
Gaurang Laxmikant Doshi
Abigail Elizabeth French
Peiyu Gao
Luke Aaron Haslebacher
Catherine Ann Leto-Carboy

David Taylor Nelson
Jessie Lynn Peterson
Dalia Erendira Razo
Sarah Ruth Rhodes
Michelle Anne Rose
Brandon Jeffrey Ruef
Leah Ellen Ruef
Katherine Lee Adams Swinney
DeAnna Nichole Walker
John David Whitener

MASTER OF MUSIC IN MUSIC THEORY

Yekaterina Viktorovna Rizhkova

MASTER OF MUSIC IN PERFORMANCE

Forrest Anthony Bunter
Elizabeth Anne Buscher
Jerico Silvio Carrillo
Guy Daniel Chambers
Kayla Brooke Childers
Ashley Janae Elliott
Tyler Harrison Goodwin
Ziteng Guo
Caleb Andrew Harris
Phillip Ladru Hill
Isaiah Emmanuel Timotheus Jackson
Sophie Elizabeth Kass
Crystol Ann Lewis
Nicholas Elijah Lewis

Chaofan Li
Zhuoyu Lu
Michael O. Martinez
Rose Ellen Martus
Carlos Jose Pastran Masis
Sydney Helen Scherer
Roderick Andrew Terrell II
Andrea Florina Tiffany
Sean Marshall Willson Toso
Rebecca Elyse Walker
Xiaohan Wang
Yangruohong Wang
Shichu Xie
Yu Zhang
POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE IN ETHNOMUSICOLOGY

Rebecca Mahbub Bhuiyan

POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE IN HISTORICAL KEYBOARD PERFORMANCE

Natalie Mae Khatibzadeh
Mengfei Xu

POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE IN MUSICOLOGY

Jillian Marie Storey

POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE IN PERFORMANCE STUDIES

Meihui Han

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MUSIC

Joo Hee Ahn
Mekaila Marie Bostic
Devin Bradley Brown
Evan Jeffrey Campfield
Corbin Blake Duncan
Sarah Marlene Jones
Alpha Dawo Kuyateh
Brandon Amos Devon Lucas

Yumeng Ma
Jose Medrano
Henry Paul
Hannah Ayano Shouse
Ian Thomas Surman
Eliya Beth Watson
Tou Zong Xiong

BACHELOR OF MUSIC IN MUSIC EDUCATION

Kyla Ann Bartron
Victoria Leah Blalock
Emma Camille Brock
Elizabeth Rachel Church
Maria Caroline Guild
Jerri Katelyn Howard
Caleb Alexander Lanning
Joshua Lopez
Marlin Rachel Ludwig
Solange Jesselle Maughn

Elan Mizrahi
Riley Jayne Paulson
James Austin Porzenski
Maxwell N. Sherman
Elyse Nicole Smith
Carter John Timberlake
Jordan Vaurice White
Ellen Rose Whittington
Kaitlyn Mackenzie Wilt
Bachelor of Music in Performance

Justin Scott Bare  Sydney N. Horner
Taylor Nicole Barlow  Elizabeth Emma Karp
Brandon Lee Beugless  Conner Patrick Kelly
Ian Michael Blegen  Joshua Foster Krovetz
Audra Marie Bowers  Noah Gregory Marney
Samuel Elijah Bowers  John Robert Reyna
Ting-Yi Chu  Daniel Kennedy Ryan
Zachary Paul Covington  Katherine Carr Serbinowski
Katherine Sanders Grischow  Markell Trevon Singleton
Christina Danielle Fiol  Jimmy Alexander Stewart
Zoe Anastasia Hardee  James Patrick Stryska
Daniel Aaron Hayden  Jarod William Blaise Tanner
Carolina Noemi Herrera-Rivera  Liam Mitrovich Trawick
Phillip Patric Hoffman  Mujun Xie

★ Summer 2020  ▲ Winter 2020  ❖ Summer 2021
**Recognition and Honors**

**Graduation with Honors**

Academic honors are awarded to graduating Undergraduate students, based upon Grade Point Average for all courses completed at UNCG. Honors include:

- **Summa cum laude** ("with highest honor"), GPA between 3.90–4.00
- **Magna cum laude** ("with great honor"), GPA between 3.70–3.89
- **cum laude** ("with honor"), GPA between 3.50–3.69

Designation of academic honors is based on grades recorded as of May 3, 2021.

**Summa Cum Laude**

Audra Marie Bowers  
Emma Camille Brock  
Katherine Sanders Grischow

Carolina Noemi Herrera-Rivera  
Maxwell N. Sherman

**Magna Cum Laude**

Joo Hee Ahn*  
Justin Scott Bare  
Taylor Nicole Barlow  
Ting-Yi Chu*  
Elizabeth Rachel Church  
Sydney N. Horner

Noah Gregory Marney  
Hannah Ayano Shouse  
Elyse Nicole Smith  
Jimmy Alexander Stewart  
Carter John Timberlake  
Mujun Xie

**Cum Laude**

Maria Caroline Guild  
Zoe Anastasia Hardee*  
Jerri Katelyn Howard  
Sarah Marlene Jones

Yumeng Ma  
Henry Paul*  
Ellen Rose Whittington